
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 823 
“After completing the initial transformation of the “”soldier body””, Lu Wu’s strength had improved by 
leaps and bounds. ” 
 
“As for this ability, after understanding it in detail, Lu Wu clearly knew how terrifying its potential was. It 
was not inferior to any extreme Dao law at all, including an extreme Dao supreme law. ” 
 
“In reality, this was the case. The spiritking had created a series of brand-new growth systems in order 
to transcend. The ultimate goal of these power systems was extremely clear, which was to help the 
spiritking break through the firmament world. ” 
 
“Therefore, these powers were extremely extreme and could resist the power of extreme laws. ” 
 
“The weapon Grandmaster plan was the most complete one, so the spiritking naturally had high hopes 
for it. The power it brought with it was extremely terrifying. If it wasn’t for the fact that the spiritking 
didn’t have enough resources for him to complete the weapon Grandmaster plan, Lu Wu wouldn’t have 
been able to do it. ” 
 
“However, this time, Lu Wu, who had the law of Dao integration, had an advantage. ” 
 
“By now, Lu Wu had realized one thing. He seemed to be growing by relying on the things that the 
spiritking had created. ” 
 
Both the initial Dao integration laws and the weapon Grandmaster plan had been created or conceived 
by the spiritking after a great deal of effort. 
 
“However, all of this was now for Lu Wu’s own benefit. ” 
 
“At the thought of this, Lu Wu couldn’t help but feel a little stunned. He felt that he was a fierce tiger 
raised by the spiritking who would challenge the spiritking’s authority in the future … ” 
 
This made Lu Wu’s face turn serious. 
 
Raising a Tiger? Perhaps this is what you want! 
 
I hope you won’t regret it! 
 
…… 
 
“After thinking for a while, Lu Wu said goodbye to zero and began to head towards the star field where 
silkworm baby was currently fighting. ” 
 
“This time, Lu Wu decided to help silkworm baby to speed up the reorganization of the void insect race 
and expand the power of the sky demon Alliance he had established. ” 
 
“However, silkworm baby had made it clear that other forces were not allowed to interfere in the 
internal battle of the Zerg forces. ” 



 
Lu Wu had already thought of a plan to deal with this. His 13888 artifacts could finally be put to use at 
this moment. 
 
Lu Wu intended to take advantage of this opportunity to record some information about the use of 
super weapons so that he could master the power of a weapon Grandmaster more proficiently. 
 
“After forming a connection with the mark left by silkworm baby in his mind, the cute figure of silkworm 
baby appeared in Lu Wu’s mind. ” 
 
“””I’m done, what about you?”” ” 
 
“””I’ve been waiting for you for a long time. Zero has already sent me information about the 13888 
super weapons you possess. While you were forging your own weapons, I’ve selected 13888 Zerg 
soldiers and trained them to cooperate with the corresponding weapons. All I’ve been waiting for is your 
appearance!”” ” 
 
“””Alright, I’ll be there immediately!”” Lu Wu nodded and said solemnly. ” 
 
“””You don’t need to come. Just bring your weapons here. The war has already begun, you shouldn’t be 
here!”” Silkworm baby said with a serious expression. ” 
 
“After hearing this, Lu Wu understood what silkworm baby was worried about. ” 
 
“After all, silkworm baby’s goal was to subdue the other void bug tribe forces and not to completely 
wipe them out. Therefore, the appearance of an external force was likely to cause unnecessary trouble. 
His appearance would instead put silkworm baby in a passive position. ” 
 
“After realizing this, Lu Wu cut off the connection with silkworm baby and entered the space of the 
artifact. ” 
 
“As Lu Wu waved his hand, 13888 weapons suddenly appeared inside the artifact. ” 
 
“At this moment, the soul coins inside burned and tore out a space vortex. Suddenly, all the divine 
weapons began to rush into the space vortex under Lu Wu’s control, and Lu Wu’s consciousness also 
came to the other side of the space vortex. ” 
 
…… 
 
Dark Moon Star area. 
 
“Silkworm baby’s battle with the enemy Zerg force,””nightmare reorganization,”” had been going on for 
300 years. ” 
 
“During this period, the losses on both sides were huge, but no one had an absolute advantage, and it 
had become a tug-of-war. ” 
 
The opponent’s strength was clearly not what silkworm baby had expected. 



 
“It had encountered many opportunities during its growth, and so did the other Zerg forces. The 
strength of the nightmare Zerg forces far exceeded its imagination. ” 
 
“This was because the nightmare bug tribe had obtained a rare ore by chance. After devouring it, they 
had evolved into a very terrifying defense. Their outer shell could offset most physical and energy 
damage. ” 
 
“The nightmare bug clan relied on this new talent ability to make silkworm baby unable to win for a long 
time. Instead, it was dragged into a protracted battle with no way to escape. ” 
 
“At this time, the Dark Moon Star field had also become extremely broken due to the constant war 
between silkworm baby and the nightmare bug tribe. There were shattered pieces of space everywhere, 
and several spatial collapse points had been created. ” 
 
A new war broke out at this moment. 
 
The Overmind from both sides controlled the bug tribe armies to enter the intersection point and began 
a new round of fighting. 
 
“Although the void Zerg’s fighting style was very wild, they had a very regular rhythm. The Overmind on 
both sides would adjust their formation or change their battle strategy according to the direction of the 
war. ” 
 
This was also the terrifying aspect of the Zergs. 
 
“In most people’s impression, the void bug tribe was a race force that only knew how to fight 
brainlessly, but in fact, the division of labor of the bug tribe in battle was very clear and effective. ” 
 
“The Overmind was in charge of battle strategy, and the other different units were also clearly divided. 
For example, the main forces of the battlefield (Zerg combat units), war control (Zerg guardians), war 
support (hatcheries, Zerg hosts), and so on … ” 
 
 
The bug race’s battle style could be considered the best even in the outer space. 
 
“It could be said that other than combat forces like the celestial machinery Army controlled by ‘zero’, 
which had absolute rationality and the support of a huge amount of data, the Zergs were a very 
terrifying existence in a battle of equal strength. Moreover, they also had the ability to evolve in battle. ” 
 
“As the battle went on, all their weaknesses were gradually compensated for. ” 
 
“The void insect race was born for battle. They could adapt to all harsh environments, and all 
disadvantages were only temporary. They would eventually turn into advantages. ” 
 
“However, this time, because silkworm baby encountered a nightmare Zerg with the same “”evolution”” 
ability, both sides were evolving in the battle, so it was unable to maximize the advantage of 
“”evolution.”” This was also one of the reasons why silkworm baby was unable to end the war. ” 



 
“As void bugs, they knew each other very well. It was difficult to determine a winner when they were 
evenly matched. ” 
 
“At this moment, the battle started again. It seemed to be another test between them, but in reality, 
silkworm baby’s heart was filled with anticipation this time, because it knew that the opportunity it was 
waiting for was about to arrive. ” 
 
“While he was waiting, a black hole suddenly appeared in the sky, and countless divine weapons poured 
out from it. ” 
 
“Upon seeing this, a smile appeared on silkworm baby’s face, which was hiding in its private space. 
Then, with a thought, it issued an order. ” 
 
“Immediately, 13888 bug soldiers flew out of the battlefield. ” 
 
“These 13888 bug tribe soldiers were the strongest fighters of the bug tribe carefully selected by 
silkworm baby. During the time when Lu Wu was in seclusion, silkworm baby had also trained the divine 
weapons that they needed to master. ” 
 
They had been waiting for this day for a long time. 
 
“At this moment, the relevant information of these 13888 Zerg soldiers also appeared in Lu Wu’s mind, 
as well as their corresponding Weapon Mastery. ” 
 
These messages were sent by silkworm baby. 
 
“After receiving these messages, Lu Wu immediately controlled 13888 divine weapons and projected 
them to different Zerg soldiers. ” 
 
“When the 13888 bug soldiers all held onto Lu Wu’s super weapon, Lu Wu immediately opened up the 
use rights of the godly weapon. ” 
 
“At this moment, the aura of these bug soldiers who were holding divine weapons suddenly changed 
drastically. ” 
 
The divine weapons shrieked as the power of a weapon Grandmaster surged into their bodies. 
 
This power made their bodies tremble uncontrollably. It was obvious that they were bearing a huge 
burden on their bodies. 
 
“However, bug tribe soldiers never feared death. After holding the divine weapon, they followed 
silkworm baby’s orders and threw themselves into the battlefield again. ” 
 
“At this moment, the situation on the battlefield changed. ” 
 
“A sword that split the sky, a hammer that shattered the stars, an axe that broke the void, a blade that 
cut the Galaxy … Each divine weapon was enhanced by the power of a weapon Grandmaster, and they 



exploded with an unimaginably powerful combat power. ” 
 
 
“At this moment, every single one of the bug soldiers who were holding onto their weapon received a 
huge boost in strength, breaking through the limits of their cultivation. ” 
 
“They controlled the divine weapons to fight against the enemy. In a short period of time, they had 
divided the battlefield into an area and cleared out the nightmare bug soldiers in this area. ” 
 
“Seeing this scene, Lu Wu and silkworm baby, who were behind the scenes, both smiled. ” 
 
Because this was exactly what they wanted to see. The power of the divine weapon did not disappoint 
them. 
 
This scene also shocked the Overmind at the rear of the nightmare bugs. The sudden appearance of 
power was not within his calculations at all and completely interrupted his Rhythm of War. 
 
“It immediately issued an order and ordered a large number of bug tribe guardians to rush to the area 
where the 13888 bug tribe soldiers with the divine weapons were, wanting to seal them together. ” 
 
“Its idea was undoubtedly good. It wanted to suppress the power that had suddenly become stronger, 
so that it would have time to adjust the rhythm of the battle. ” 
 
“However, the power of a weapon Grandmaster was not something that could be suppressed easily. ” 
 
“After a large number of nightmare bug soldiers appeared, the boundary barrier also appeared and 
sealed this space, trying to seal the 13888 bug soldiers inside. ” 
 
“At this time, the 13888 bug tribe soldiers with divine weapons in their hands suddenly drew close and 
raised their divine weapons at the same time. ” 
 
It was the first time a weapon Grandmaster’s great heavenly cycle appeared in the outside world. 
 
“The weapon Grandmaster powers in these 13888 bug tribe soldiers were connected, forming the 
weapon Grandmaster circulatory circle formation. ” 
 
“The divine weapon phantoms appeared at the same time and condensed into a golden weapon seal 
above their heads. Then, they slammed into the boundary barrier set up by the nightmare insect race’s 
guardians. ” 
 
“The sharpness of each divine weapon gathered into a force at this moment, forming a golden weapon 
seal with an unstoppable power. ” 
 
“According to the spiritking’s settings, this power was meant to split open the sky. ” 
 
“Although Lu Wu only mastered one-tenth of the power and had not completely perfected it yet, it was 
still easy to break the seal of the Zerg guardians because the power was not on the same level at all. ” 
 



“The bug tribe guardians ‘pre-existing boundary barrier could not even hold on for a few seconds before 
it crumbled. All the bug tribe guardians were hit by the backlash of the weapon Grandmaster’s power. 
As they flew backward, dense cracks appeared on their bodies. ” 
 
“The 13888 bug soldiers who used this power didn’t have it easy either. Blood started to ooze out of 
their bodies. It could be seen that their bodies were under a huge burden, and it was still too difficult for 
them to use the power of the weapon Grandmaster. ” 
 
Lu Wu and silkworm baby were not surprised by this phenomenon. 
 
“This was because only Lu Wu, who had completed the transformation of the weapon Grandmaster, 
could really control the power of the weapon Grandmaster without being affected at all. These bug 
soldiers obviously could not. ” 
 
“Under silkworm baby’s new orders, these bug tribe soldiers, who were bearing a huge burden on their 
bodies, once again threw themselves into the battlefield without any hesitation after breaking through 
the barrier, starting a new round of killing. ” 
 
Such a change caught the nightmare bug tribe’s bug brains off guard. 
 
“Among the 13888 divine weapons that suddenly appeared, the nightmare Overmind felt a power it had 
never seen before. This power was extremely sharp. Even though the Zergs it controlled had evolved to 
have extremely strong defenses due to the ‘special spirit mine resources’, they were still vulnerable in 
the face of this power. ” 
 
The nightmare Overmind was clearly getting anxious as it watched the changes on the battlefield. It 
began to mobilize its forces in an attempt to stop the 13888 unstoppable bug soldiers who were 
wielding godly weapons in space. 
 
“However, all the obstacles were like paper in front of these divine weapons, and it was difficult to resist 
them. ” 
 
“A large number of nightmare bug soldiers were killed by the sharp weapon radiance, and their bodies 
were turned into dust under the power of the weapon Grandmaster. ” 
 
“Seeing this scene, silkworm baby, who was hiding behind the scenes, couldn’t help but burst out 
laughing. After holding back for 300 years, the chance to win had finally arrived. ” 
 
“Following which, it ordered the 13888 bug soldiers to form the weapon Grandmaster’s great 
circulation. ” 
 
“Although these 13888 bug tribe soldiers were elites that he had carefully nurtured, at this moment, 
silkworm baby was already prepared to sacrifice them all for the sake of the final victory. ” 
 
“The moment the weapon Grandmaster seal appeared again, a gap was torn open on the battlefield. A 
large number of bug tribe soldiers followed this gap and stabbed into the abdomen of the nightmare 
bug tribe Army like a sharp blade. ” 
 



“At this moment, the battle was completely in silkworm baby’s favor. The power of a weapon 
Grandmaster was far beyond Lu Wu and silkworm baby’s imagination, and it played a role in the 
development of the battle. ” 
 
“The nightmare Overmind was anxious and had mobilized its main forces to stop them several times, 
but it was to no avail. ” 
 
“At this moment, silkworm baby’s figure suddenly appeared in the sky above the battlefield, and it 
immediately let out a neigh. ” 
 
“Its voice was high-pitched and sharp, full of exaggeration. ” 
 
The eyes of all the bug tribe soldiers on his side instantly turned red and entered a berserk state after 
hearing its cry. 
 
“At this point, silkworm baby was already prepared to take down the other party in one go. ” 
 
All the elite Zerg soldiers followed 13888 soldiers with divine weapons and charged toward the enemy’s 
rear in an unstoppable manner. 
 
The nightmare Overmind couldn’t help but emerge from behind the scenes and let out a hiss. 
 
The final battle had begun. 
 
“As this was an internal war of the Zerg, the condition for the Zerg to yield was not to kill all the combat 
power of the Zerg, but to kill the “”matriarch nest”” at the back of the battlefield, which would be 
considered a victory. ” 
 
The losing side needed to surrender unconditionally and yield to the winning side. 
 
The matriarch’s nest represented the Overmind of a force. 
 
“The battle had escalated from a test to a decisive stage, and the nightmare Overmind could not care 
less. ” 
 
The bug soldiers on both sides went completely crazy. 
 
“Every second, tens of thousands of bug tribe soldiers would die in the battle, and the mother nest’s 
reserve power at the back was constantly producing new bug tribe soldiers, catalyzing them so that they 
could once again enter the battle. ” 
 
“This scene was extremely bloody and cruel, but both Lu Wu and silkworm baby seemed to be very calm 
about all this. ” 
 
“Because he had experienced so much, some things had long become a habit, and his heart would not 
be affected by it at all. ” 
 
After all…How could war not be cruel? 



 
“The final frenzy lasted for 32 days. Finally, the nightmare matriarch’s nest broke apart amidst silkworm 
baby’s laughter, and the war ended. ” 
 
“At this moment, the nightmare Overmind issued a new order to all the bug tribe soldiers under its 
control. All the crazed nightmare bug tribe soldiers immediately stopped, and their berserk state faded. 
” 
 
“The nightmare Overmind then flew to silkworm baby and lowered its head, choosing to submit. ” 
 
“Seeing this, silkworm baby stuck out its tongue arrogantly. Then, it lowered its head and licked the 
nightmare Overmind’s bald head, expressing its willingness to accept its allegiance. ” 
 
“Seeing this scene, Lu Wu, who was in the artifact space, smiled. ” 
 
“Silkworm baby’s success also represented his success, and the strength of the Allied army of heaven 
and demon was strengthened once again! ” 


